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was necessary to withdraw the front lines at the north
and regroup the defenders of Warsaw. In many places
they broke contact with the various Soviet columns—
a deliberate move to give them a breathing space to re-
gain their morale. Another risk: the north of the city
was left open—a danger spot. With feverish interest
Pilsudski watched the development of his plan and
studied constantly the movements of the enemy.
Assembling the troops for the counter-attack was in
itself a complicated manouver. Both north and south,
they were in direct contact with the Soviets. One group
had to be disengaged from the fighting on the river Bug
and make a dangerous flank inarch to reach the rendez-
vous by the Wieprz. Two divisions were to come from
the vicinity of Lwow, a hundred and fifty miles distant.
Pilsudski himself said the task he had given them was
beyond average human capacity; he thought only one
division would arrive; the second he would not let him-
self think about. But in the most skillful way their
general cut a passage through the forces of the enemy
and arrived on time with all the men ordered by the
Commander—a glorious exploit.
For Warsaw that fortnight was full of the most ter-
rible anxiety and full of drama. At any moment the
Russians might begin a general attack. The people
could hear the thunder of the artillery, coming always
nearer. Thousands of volunteers were building field
defenses east of the city and putting up more barbed
wire. The streets were crowded with peasant carts,
refugees with their household goods fleeing before the
Bolshevist advance. By order of the Minister of War
they unloaded their carts and carried supplies and mu-
nitions out to the front lines, returning with the
wounded. The growling sound of cannon was so near
that people could distinguish the separate shots.
The civilian population knew something of the plans
for the counter-attack and supported it in an inspired

